Sunday 22

Welcome Reception
6:00 pm - 9:30 pm
POINTÉ-À-CALLIÈRE - Montreal Museum of Archeology and History
350 Place Royale

Directions from...

📍 HEC Montréal
3000 Ch. de la Côte-Sainte Catherine

- Take the 🚀 Blue line from Université-de-Montréal (towards Snowdon). Transfer to the 🚄 Orange line at Snowdon (towards Montmorency).
  Get off at Place d'Armes, exit on St-Urbain (will become Saint-Sulpice) and walk towards Saint-Antoine. Turn right on De la Commune O. and take de fork to the right on Place d’Youville.
- Or, take 🚌 Bus 129 from Ch. de la Côte-Sainte Catherine on the side of HEC.
  Get off at Saint-Antoine / Saint-Urbain and walk 7 min. down Saint-François Xavier St.

📍 Intercontinental Montréal
360 rue Saint Antoine Ouest

- This is an easy short 🚶 10 min. walk (700 m) down de Bleury St. (becomes Saint-Pierre St. south of Saint-Antoine) and then left on Place d’Youville.

📍 Renaissance Montréal Downtown Hotel
1250 Boul. Robert-Bourassa

- Walking is probably the easiest way to get there as it only takes 🚶 20 min. (1.5 km) and half of it can be done via the “underground city”.*
- The other option is to take 🚌 Bus 61 from Union Av. at the corner of Sainte-Catherine for 5 stops and get off at McGill / St-Paul.
  From there, walk down St-Paul and turn left on Place d’Youville.

📍 Delta Hotels Montréal
475 Av. du Président-Kennedy

- Walking is probably the easiest way to get there as it only takes 🚶 20 min. (1.6 km).
  Just head northeast on President-Kennedy Av. and turn right onto de Blurry St. (becomes Saint-Pierre St. south of Saint-Antoine). Keep going all the way to Place d’Youville and turn left.
- The other option is to take 🚌 Bus 61 southbound from Union Av. between President Kennedy and de Maisonneuve for 6 stops and get off at McGill / St-Paul.
  From there, walk down St-Paul and turn left on Place d’Youville.

*Fun fact: Montreal has the biggest underground city in the entire world that connects a huge portion of downtown without ever having to get outside.